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1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the study of Hopf algebras and their actions on Cuntz
algebras Od [5], certain endomorphisms of Od have been considered in
[20] from the point of view of Jones index theory [12]. This analysis faced
a number of natural questions and set the general problem of computing
the index of such endomorphisms. On the other hand the study of
endomorphisms of infinite factors turned out to be fruitfully connected with
Quantum Field Theory [18, 10, 19].
This paper originated in the observation by R. Longo [27] that a certain
similarity between the structure of Od and a situation occurring in Quan-
tum Field Theory could be helpful for index computations. To be more
explicit let A(O) be the von Neumann algebra of the observables localized
in a bounded region O of the space-time [8]. If the split property holds,
namely if there is a type I factor F between A(O) and A(O1) when O is
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suitably contained in O1, we may take an increasing sequence of bounded
regions On pervading the space-time and type I factors Fn such that
A(O1)/F1 /A(O2)/F2 / } } } /Fn / } } } .
In particular the quasi-local C*-algebra A is the norm closure of the
union of the Fn . Let \ now be a localized endomorphism of A, namely
\ |A(O$)=id for some bounded region O, where O$ is the causal complement
of O. Assuming Haag duality it follows that \(A(On))/A(On) although \
cannot restrict to an endomorphism of the type I factor Fn (unless it is
inner). But trivially
\(Fn)/Fn+1 ,
hence \ manifests a certain localization property also as an endomorphism
of the type I net F1 /F2 / } } } . Usually \ has finite index; this index is
related to the DHR statistical dimension d(\) by
Ind(\)=d(\)2
[18] thus trivially methods of computing d(\) also compute the index.
Going back to the Cuntz algebras, let
M1 /M2 /M3 / } } }
be the increasing sequence of matrix algebras generating the canonical
UHF subalgebra of Od . As is known, unital endomorphisms of Od are in
11 correspondence with unitaries of Od . If we pick a unitary U # Mk the
corresponding endomorphism \=*U will provide a localized endo-
morphism of Od inasmuch as \(Mn)/Mn+k&1 and we are naturally led to
index information about \ in the QFT spirit.
We shall indeed go beyond this idea and make computations that will
allow us to obtain the index, or estimate it, in several cases.
This paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries we collect in
Section 3 basic facts on finite index endomorphisms \ of a type III* factor
M, 0<*<1, that we shall need.
More explicitly we consider endomorphisms \ such that \(M) is stable
under the action of the modular group _ associated to a state with minimal
spectrum. We show that we can choose a conjugate \ of \ such that \\ (M)
is _-stable and
\\ (M)_/\(M)_/M_
is a Jones tunnel of II1 factors.
In particular we notice that if \ is irreducible then Ind(\) # [1, *&1,
*&2, . . .] if and only if some canonical endomorphism \\ commutes with _.
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In Section 4 we consider the more specific class of localized endo-
morphisms of Od and characterize the case where a localized conjugate exists.
Section 5 contains a general inequality for the index of a localized
endomorphism in the above-explained QFT spirit. This will imply that in
the set of unitaries in Od of a fixed level there is a neighbourhood of the
identity consisting of elements U giving rise to automorphisms *U .
Further computations on the index of localized endomorphisms are
contained in Section 6. There we consider a finite-dimensional subspace 5
such that the restriction of the associated conditional expectation to 5
contains all the relevant information.
The main idea in this section is the generalization of Jones’ basic
construction to finite dimensional Hilbert modules over finite dimensional
C*-algebras, and a generalization of Wenzl’s index formula that gives an
upper bound in this setting. We use this result to show that if, in particular,
U is a unitary in M2 /O2 for which the expectation is localized then
Ind(*U) # [1, 2, 4].
In Section 7 we find an explicit formula for the index of *U in the case
where the inclusion *U (M)M is extremal. In particular we show that if
U is a unitary in Mr for which the index of the associated endomorphism
is maximal, d 2(r&1), then the canonical expectation onto the image is
localized. Furthermore we characterize unitaries U # M2 O2 with index 4.
Section 8, motivated by the consideration of YangBaxter unitaries more
closely discussed in the final section, treats endomorphisms with reducible
square and gives cases where the index is an integer.
We finish up with a discussion of further examples and in particular
we consider in more generality, but restricted to our context, families of
endomorphisms showing a stability phenomenon first pointed out by
V. Jones.
After this work was completed, P. Akemann kindly informed us of
having independently obtained related results [1].
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let Od , d<, be the Cuntz algebra [4] and denote by H the generating
Hilbert space. We denote by Mr the span of HrH r*, naturally isomorphic
with the algebra of d r by d r matrices over C.
It is well known there exists a one-to-one correspondence
U # U (Od)  *U # End(Od), *U ()=U,  # H,
from the unitary group of Od onto unital endomorphisms. In particular the
inner endomorphism ., .(X)=di=1 iX*i , X # Od , where i , i=1, ..., d
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is an orthonormal basis in H, is induced by the flip operator F # M2 ,
F.=..
We have that
*U (X)=UmXU*m , X # Mn , mn,
where Um=U.(U) } } } .m&1(U).
We say that an endomorphism *U is localized if U # Mr for some r.
The automorphic action z # T  :z :=*zI of T defines on Od a natural
Z-graded C*-algebra structure. The grades are the linear spaces
O (k)d =[X # Od | :z(X)=z
kX, z # T], k # Z.
In particular O (0)d is the norm closure of n Mn . We denote by m the
conditional expectation onto the fixed points of :, obtained by averaging
: over T.
If { denotes the unique trace state of O (0)d , then |={ b m is a canonical
faithful state on Od . Let ?| be the corresponding GNS representation. We
set
M :=?|(Od)",
and define M (k) to be the weak closure of ?|(O (k)d ). Now :z is |-invariant,
so it extends to an automorphic action on M, and we have
M (k) :=[X # M : :z(X)=zkX, z # T].
We recall that | is KMS state of M at inverse temperature 1 with
respect to the one parameter automorphism group t # R  :d&it , therefore
this group is the corresponding modular automorphism group _t of M.
Furthermore M is a factor of type IIId&1 containing M (0), a copy of the
hyperfinite type II1 factor, in a canonical way as the centralizer of |. The
corresponding trace can be obtained by restricting |.
Any localized endomorphism *U of Od can be extended to a normal
endomorphism of M [20]. More generally, one can define endomorphisms
*U of M starting with unitaries U # M (0), and we have that *U (X)=
limm Um+kXU*m , X # M (k), where the convergence is in the weak topology.
If \ and _ are normal unital endomorphisms of any von Neumann
algebra M, we define, as usual,
(\, _)=[T # M : T\(A)=_(A) T, A # M].
This is regarded to be the space of intertwiners from \ to _ in End(M), the
tensor C*-category of (automatically normal [24]) endomorphisms of M.
In particular, (\, \)=\(M)$ & M.
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If K is a finite dimensional Hilbert space in M with support equal the
identity operator, we shall denote by .K the inner endomorphism of M
induced by K, that is .K (X)=i iX*i , where i is an orthonormal basis
of K. If M is a factor then (.K , .K$)=K$K*.
In our case, M=?|(Od)", we usually write . for .H . We thus have,
(.r, .s)=HsHr*, r, s0. In particular, (.r, .s)=Mr .
We recall that if N/M, with N=\(M), is an inclusion of infinite
factors, the canonical endomorphism # : M  N defined by #=ad(JNJM),
with JN , JM the modular conjugations of N, M, is unique up to inner
automorphisms of N. The endomorphism defined by \ :=\&1# # End(M) is
called a conjugate of \.
Recall that any conditional expectation E : M  \(M) has the form
E=\ b 8, where 8 is a left inverse of \, i.e., a completely positive linear
map on M satisfying
8(A\(B))=8(A) B, A, B # M.
When E is normal and faithful, we denote by IndE (\) the index of \ with
respect to E, possibly infinite. We denote by Ind(\) the minimum index
[9, 16, 18] and by d(\) :=Ind(\)12 the dimension of \. The dimension
function \  d(\) is multiplicative, additive and satisfies d(\ )=d(\) [17, 19].
In the case where M=?|(Od)" and U # M (0) there is a unique |-invariant
conditional expectation EU : M  *U (M) by a result of Takesaki [25].
Let 8U denote the corresponding left inverse. If *U is localized then
IndEU (*U)<. More explicitly, if U # Mr then [20]
IndEU (*U)d
2r&2.
3. ENDOMORPHISMS OF III* FACTORS
In this section M is a type III* factor, * # (0, 1), and | a faithful normal
state of M. We denote by M (k), k # Z the k th eigenspace of the modular
group _t=_|t associated with |,
M (k)=[X # M : _t(X)=*iktX, t # R].
Let \ be an endomorphism of M such that \(M) is globally invariant
under _t .
We assume that the spectrum of the modular operator 2| (and thus of
2| b \) coincides with the Connes invariant S(M)=[*
n, n # Z], hence
\(M)(0)/M (0) is an inclusion of II1 factors and the restriction of | to M (0)
is the unique trace.
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By Takesaki’s theorem [25] there is a unique |-invariant expectation
E\ : M  \(M), necessarily faithful and normal. Furthermore E\ commutes
with the modular automorphism group _t . We denote by 8\=\&1 b E\ the
corresponding left inverse. We assume that IndE\(\)<.
3.1. Proposition. With notation above, IndE\(\) coincides with the
Jones index of the inclusion of II1 factors \(M)(0)M (0).
Proof. By [18; Corollary 4.6] IndE\(\) coincides with the index of the
inclusion \(M)FMF, with F a factor of type I , with respect to
E\  id. Now the automorphic action _ id of R on MF factors
through a dominant action of T in the sense of [18], so the proof is
completed by [18; Theorem 6.3]. K
Because \ is assumed to have finite index, there are isometries v # (i, \ \),
w # (i, \\ ) such that
w*\(v)=+12I,
v*\ (w)=+12I,
where +&1=IndE\(\), and 8\=ad(v*) b \ [18]. Now +=E\(e)=|(e),
where e :=ww* # (\\ , \\ ), by the |-invariance of E\ .
Similarly, 8$\ :=ad(w*) b \ is a left inverse of \ , thus 8$\ b 8\ and 8\ b 8$\
are left inverses of the canonical endomorphisms \\ and \ \ respectively.
We denote by E$\ =\ 8$\ , etc., the associated conditional expectations. Note
that E$\ , etc. are not necessarily |-invariant. We have a Jones tunnel of III*
factors
\\ (M)\(M)M.
It is natural to ask whether it is possible to chose \ in such a way that \\
satisfies the same modular assumptions as \. We start with the following
3.2. Lemma. Let \ # End(M). Then \_t=_t\ if and only if there exists
a left inverse 8 of \ such that |8=|. Moreover if such a 8 exists, then it
is 8\ .
Proof. If \ commutes with the modular group then |\ is _t-invariant
and \(M (k))/M (k), therefore |\ restricts to the unique trace | |M (0) .
Moreover \ b m=m b \ thus |\=| since |=| b m. Composing with 8\
both sides of this equality and using the |-invariance of E\ we get that
|8\=|.
Conversely, if 8 is a left inverse with |8=|, then |\=| by composing
with \. Thus \8=E\ leaves | invariant and \(M) is _t -stable, so by the
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KMS condition \&1_t\ coincides with the modular group _t associated
with |. The second part of the statement is now obvious. K
3.3. Proposition. Let \ # End(M) be given with \(M) _-stable and
+&1=IndE \(\)<, then E$\\ is |-invariant if and only if e=ww* # M
(0).
In this case then
(a) u(t)=w*_t(w) is a unitary _-cocycle in M;
(b) \\ (M) is _-stable;
(c) (D|\\ : D|)t=+itw*_t(w);
(d) Sp(2|\\ )=S(M).
Proof. |E\=|, so |E$\\ =| if and only if E$\ is |\-invariant because
E$\\ =\E$\ \&1E\ . On the other hand M=\(M) e\(M), therefore e # M (0)
if and only if
|(e\(a) e\(b))=|(\(a) e\(b) e), a, b # M.
Now e\(a) e=E$\\ (\(a)) e, and e commutes with the image of \\ , thus the
above equation translates to
|(eE$\\ (\(a)) \(b))=|(\(a) E$\\ (\(b)) e).
If we use E\(e)=+I and the |-invariance of E\ , then we get
|\(E$\ (a) b)=|\(aE$\ (b)),
that means that E$\ is |\-invariant.
Assume now e # M (0). Then (a) follows from a direct computation.
(b) follows from
\\ (M)=[T # \(M) : Te=eT].
Moreover wu(t)=ww*_t(w)=_t(w), thus
_t(\\ (a)) e=_t(waw*)=wu(t) _t(a) u(t)* w*=\\ (u(t) _t(a) u(t)*) e,
so (D|\\ : D|)t is a scalar multiple of u(t). The proof of (c) is completed
by the KMS condition. If T0=&2?log(*), then by (c) _|\\T0 =I, therefore
(d) is a consequence of (b) and a well known result of A. Connes [3]. K
Our next aim is to show that we can always choose \ with e # M (0).
Recall that [18] for every x # M there is a unique x$ # M such that
xe=\(x$) e. We call x$ the PimsnerPopa push down of x.
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3.4. Lemma. Let S be an isometry of M such that E\(SeS*)=+I, then
the push down of S is unitary.
Proof. Se=\(S$) e implies \(S$)=+&1E\(Se), hence
\(S$S$*)=+&2E\(Se) E\(eS*)=+&2E\(E\(Se) eS*)=+&1E\(SeS*)=I,
so S$ is coisometry. Moreover E$\ is a conditional expectation onto the
image of \ . It follows that
\E$\ (S$*S$) e=E$\\ (\(S$*S$))=e\(S$*S$) e=eS*Se=e,
thus applying 8\ to both sides we get E$\ (S$*S$)=I and this implies
S$*S$=I since E$\ is faithful [18]. K
3.5. Proposition. It is possible to choose \ such that
(a) e=ww* # M (0)
(b) \\ (M)(0)\(M)(0)M (0) is a Jones tunnel.
If \ and _t commute, t # R, then one can in addition make the choice so
that f :=vv* # M (0). In this case, w*_t(w)=\(v*_t(v)) and E\ is |\ -invariant.
Proof. We may think of M (0) as the basic construction of an inclusion
of II1 factors N\(M)(0) [12] so by the Markov property of the trace of
M and by Proposition 3.1 there is a projection f # M (0) with E\( f )=+I.
Let u be a unitary of M such that ueu*= f, then by Lemma 3.4 u has
unitary push down u$ # M. Up to replacing \ by ad(u$) b \ , w by \(u$) w
and v by u$v we may assume that e # M (0). By construction, \\ (M)(0)
\(M)(0)M (0) is the Jones basic construction.
Assume now that \ commutes with the modular group. Then |\=|
and |E$\ =| by Proposition 3.3, thus we may apply the above argument
to \ and get a projection f # M (0) such that E$\ ( f )=+I. Applying again
Lemma 3.4, we find a unitary u" such that f =\ (u") vv*\ (u")*. Now up to
replacing \ by \ ad(u"), we may assume that vv*= f. Finally we note that
w\(v*)=+12ww*\(vv*) is a _-fixed point, therefore the remaining
statements follow easily. K
Note that the left inverse 8\ associated to E\ can again be computed
making use of new v and \ .
3.6. Corollary. Consider the following conditions:
(a) IndE\(\)=*
&k for some k # N _ [0];
(b) \ admits a conjugate \ such that 8$\ 8\ is |-invariant.
(c) \ admits a conjugate \ such that \\ commutes with _t .
Then (a)  (b) O (c). If \ is irreducible then (c) O (a).
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Proof. Assume that (b) holds, then |\\ =|, therefore \\ commutes
with the modular group _t so (c) holds. Clearly E$\\ is |-invariant too,
hence by Proposition 3.3 the associated Jones projection e is a _-fixed
point. Now by part (c) of Proposition 3.3 we must have u(t)=w*_t(w) #
CI, therefore w # M (k) for some k # N. In particular, IndE\(\)=|(e)
&1=
*&k by the KMS condition, thus (a) holds.
Conversely assume that (a) holds. We choose \ such that e # M (0). As
usual, we denote by w and v the isometries defining \ . Then there is a
unitary U # M (0) such that UeU*=*, where  # M (k) is an isometry. We
then have
|\\ (X)=*&k|(\\ (X) e)=*&k|(wXw*)=*&k|(UwXw*U*)
=*&k|(*UwXw*U**)=|(ZXZ*), X # M,
where Z :=*Uw is a unitary operator. Note that the isometries defining
\ ad(Z*) are given by \\ (Z*) w=wZ* and \ (Z*) v. In particular, the
associated Jones projection of the inclusion \\ (M)\(M) is again given
by e # M (0). Hence, up to replacing \ by \ ad(Z*), we may assume that \\
is |-invariant, therefore 8$\ 8\ is |-invariant.
Assume now that \ is irreducible and that (c) holds. Let E be the
|-invariant conditional expectation onto \\ (M) and 8 the corresponding
left inverse. Clearly 8 is |-invariant. Furthermore E b E\ is an |-invariant
conditional expectation onto \\ (M) as well, so E b E\=E by uniqueness. It
follows that 8 b E\=8. Now 8 b \ is a left inverse of \ so it coincides with
8$\ since \ is irreducible. We thus get that
8=8 b \8\=8$\ 8\ .
So (b) holds. K
We thus have the following:
3.7. Corollary. Let M be ?|(Od)" and U # M (0) a unitary operator. If
*U is irreducible then IndE U (*U)=d
k, for some k # N _ [0], if and only if it
admits a conjugate *U that commutes with the action : of T.
In general it is not true that IndE U (*U)=d
k for any endomorphism *U
that commutes with the modular group. We will discuss explicitly a counter-
example in Section 6. Anyway, one has the following result, that holds in
a more general setting. We give a constructive proof in the case
M=?|(Od)".
3.8. Proposition. Let \=*U be an endomorphism of M=?|(Od)" such
that U # M (0), then there is a conjugate \ of \ and a normal { # End(M) such
that \ { commutes with the modular group.
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To prove the proposition we need the following formula for the
computation of the conjugate:
3.9. Lemma. With the same assumptions of Proposition 3.8, let \ be a
conjugate of \=*U and let V be the unique unitary in M such that \ ()=
V,  # H. If \ is defined by the isometry w # (@, \\ ) then
V=8U (w.(w*) U*) +&1.
Proof. \\ is induced by the unitary \(V) U, we thus have w=
\(V) Uw,  # H, hence e\(V)=w.(w*) U*. If we apply 8U to both sides,
we get the assertion. K
Proof of 3.8. Let us choose \ such that e # M (0). We note that w.(w*)
is a partial isometry with initial domain .(e) and final domain e, both
belonging to M (0), therefore we can find unitary operators Z # M (0) and
X # M such that w.(w*)=eXZ, Z.(e)=eZ and Xe=eX. Now by
Lemma 3.4 the push down X$ of X is unitary, and we have \(X$) e=Xe=
eX=e\(X$) e. It follows that \(X$) belongs to the image of \\ , therefore
w.(w*)=e\\ (Y*) Z, for some unitary Y # M. Now the previous lemma
yields \ (Y) V=+&18U (eZU*) # M (0). Let us define {=*Y on Od , then
\ { : Od  M commutes with the action of the circle, so it extends to a
normal endomorphism on M. Applying the left inverse of \ we deduce that
{ extends, too. K
4. THE CATEGORY OF LOCALIZED ENDOMORPHISMS
In this section we study the category of localized endomorphisms of
M=?|(Od)". We show that it depends only on the algebraic part of M. We
also show that the finite-dimensional space of intertwiners between two
such endomorphisms exhibits nice localization properties.
4.1. Lemma. Let A be a T-stable linear subspace of M such that
A(k)*A(k)Mr and A(k)A(k)*Ms for some r, s and any k, where A(k) :=
A & M (k). Then A=sk=&r A
(k) as a Banach space. In particular
A(0)=CI implies A=CI.
Proof. If X # A(k) then X*X # Mr , therefore there is  # Hr with
&&=1 and *X*X=&X&2 I. In particular X # M (k+r) is a multiple of
an isometry. If we show that for h<0, M (h) contains no isometries, then it
will follow that X=0 for k<&r. Let S # M (h), h<0, be an isometry, then
1=|(S*S)=d h|(SS*) by the KMS condition, but this is impossible. If
we now apply the same argument to XX*, we get the assertion. K
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The following proposition gives information on the localization of the
space of arrows between two localized endomorphisms.
4.2. Proposition. If *U and *V are localized endomorphisms of M,
U # Mr and V # Ms , then
(a) (*U , *V)=s&1k=&r+1 (*U , *V)
(k);
(b) If U=V then
(*U , *U)= 
r&2
k=&r+2
(*U , *U)(k) ;
(c)
(*U , *V)(k)(.r&1, .r&1+k), ks&r;
(*U , *V)(k)(.s&1&k, .s&1), k<s&r.
Proof. Note that (*U , *V)(k)*=(*V , *U)(&k), thus we may assume rs.
If 8U, V : M  M denotes the map defined by
8U, V (X)=1d :
d
i=1
(Vi)* XUi=8F (V*XU),
with i is an orthonormal basis of H, then &8U, V &=1, and
&8U, V (X)&2&X&2 , X # M.
Therefore any pointwise weak limit point 8 of the sequence 8nU, V is
continuous in the 2-norm of M. If ks&r, then for p sufficiently large,
8 pU, V (.
n, .n+k)(.r&1, .r&1+k).
Furthermore n (.n, .n+k) is dense in the 2-norm in M (k), hence
8(M (k))(.r&1, .r&1+k). Now 8 acts identically on (*U , *V), thus
(*U , *V)(k)(.r&1, .r&1+k).
The same argument shows that if k<s&r then (*U , *V)(k)(.s&1&k,
.s&1). The proof of (c) is complete.
In particular we have that (*U , *V)(k)* (*U , *V)(k)(*U , *U)(0)Mr&1
and, similarly, (*U , *V)(k) (*U , *V)(k)*Ms&1, thus we may apply the
previous lemma to (*U , *V) to complete the proof of the first part of the
statement.
It remains to show that if U=V then (*U , *U)(k)=0 if |k|r&1. Let k0
be the greatest non negative integer such that (*U , *U)(k0){0. Since
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(*U , *U) is a C*-algebra, using polar decomposition, we can find a non-
zero partial isometry v # (*U , *U)(k0)(.r&1, .r&1+k0) such that v2=0.
Now E :=v*v, F :=vv* are orthogonal projections both contained in
(*U , *U)(0)Mr&1 , thus F is of the form F $IH k 0 , with F $ # Mr&1
orthogonal to E. It follows that dim(E)=dim(F )=d k dim(F $), hence
1+d kdim(F $)(1+d k)=dim(F $)+dim(E)d r&1, so k0r&2. K
As a consequence, if U # M2 then (*U , *U)M1 . If in particular we
choose U=F, so that *U=., we get an equality. Now it is easy to show
that any localized endomorphism *U such that (*U , *U)=M1 is of the form
.\, with \ irreducible. Hence if U # M2 and (*U , *U)=M1 , then \ is an
automorphism induced by a unitary in M1 .
The previous proposition and [20; Prop. 2.5] also imply:
4.3. Corollary. If U # M2 then *U is irreducible if and only if [UF]$ &
M1=CI.
Let F : M  M be a normal positive linear map. We call F localized if it
commutes with the action : of the circle and for any pair r, s of non-
negative integers there is another pair r$, s$ such that F(.r, .s)(.r$, .s$).
Localized left inverses or conditional expectations of endomorphisms of the
form \=*U , U # r Mr will be considered more in detail in Section 6. Our
aim here is to show the following connection between the localizability of
a left inverse of \ and that of \ . For simplicity we restrict the discussion
to irreducible endomorphisms.
4.4. Corollary. Let \=*U be an irreducible localized endomorphism of
M. Then \ admits a localized conjugate \ if and only if the unique left inverse
8U of \ is localized and Ind(\)=d k for some k.
Proof. Let \ be a localized endomorphism of \, then by Corollary 3.7
Ind(\)=d k for some nonnegative integer k. Moreover by Proposition 4.2
the one dimensional subspace of intertwiners (@, \ \) is contained in the
algebraic part of Od . Let v be a normalized element in that subspace. Then
8U=ad(v*) b \ is localized. Conversely, if Ind(\)=d k then, again by
Corollary 3.7, there is a conjugate \ that commutes with the action of the
modular group _t , therefore the defining isometry w # (@, \\ ) is in M (k). Up
to replacing \ by another endomorphism unitarily equivalent to it in M (0),
we may assume that w # Hk. Assume that 8U is localized, then looking at
the formula in Lemma 3.9 that defines the unitary implementing \ we
deduce that \ is localized, too. K
In the next proposition we show that the localization stated in (b) of
Proposition 4.2 is optimal. The method we use is suggested by the proof
itself of that proposition.
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4.5. Proposition. Let F # Mr be a projection. Then for any k # N such
that |(F )(1+d k)1 and any partial isometry v # (.r+k, .r) satisfying
v2=0 and v*v=F there is a unitary U # Mr+1 such that v # (*U , *U).
Proof. Let Dv and Rv denote the initial and final domain of v respect-
ively. We define a unitary operator U from HDv HRv to
Dv HRv H by
Uf =f, Uv( f1 } } } k)=v( f1 } } } k&1) k ,
, 1 , ..., k # H, f # Dv . Let us extend U to a unitary operator on H r.
Then a straightforward computation shows that .(v)=U*vU, that is,
v # (*U , *U). K
5. SOME INDEX INEQUALITIES
This section is mainly devoted to establishing some inequalities concerning
the index of localized endomorphisms of M=?|(Od)".
We first obtain an explicit formula for the |-invariant left inverse 8U of
an endomorphism *U , with U # M (0).
5.1. Proposition. If U # M (0), for any X # M (k), the sequence U*m+kXUm
converges in the weak topology to 8U (X).
Proof. Let 8 : M (0)  M (0) be a pointwise weak limit point of the
sequence ad(U*m) of automorphisms of M (0). If X # Mn , then U*m*U (X) Um
=X, mn, thus 8 defines an |-invariant, hence normal, left inverse of
\=*U on M (0). By uniqueness, the weak limit on M (0) of ad(U*m) exists
and equals 8U . If X # M (k), with k>0, we write X=X0\(k), with  a
normalized vector of H and X0 # M (0). Then 8U (X)=8U (X0) k=
w&limm U*mX0Umk=w&limm U*m+kXUm . K
5.2. Lemma. If U # Mr is unitary, and mr then
8U (Um)=Um&r+1.m&r+1(8U (Ur&1)).
Proof. We note that Um&r+1 commutes with .i (U) with im, hence
8U (Um)=w&lim
n
Un*UmUn
=um&r+1w&lim
n
.n(U*) } } } .m(U*) .m&r+1(U) } } } .n(U)
=Um&r+1.m&r+1(w&lim
n
Un*Ur&1Un)
=Um&r+1.m&r+1(8U (Ur&1)). K
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5.3. Proposition. If X # Mn , U # Mr then for mn, r,
8U (X*X)
.m&r+1(8U (Ur&1))* U*m&r+1X*XUm&r+1.m&r+1(8U (Ur&1)).
In particular,
&8U (X*X)&2&.m&r+1K (8U (Ur&1))* X*X.
m&r+1
K (8U (Ur&1))&2 ,
where K :=UH.
Proof. By the above lemma,
8U (UmX)=8U (*U (X) Um)=X8U (Um)
=XUm&r+1.m&r+1(8U (Ur&1)),
hence
8U (X*X)
=8U (X*U*mUm X)8U(X*U*m) 8U (UmX)
=.m&r+1(8U (Ur&1))* U*m&r+1 X*XUm&r+1 .m&r+1(8U (Ur&1)). K
5.4. Corollary. Let *U be a localized endomorphism with U # Mr . If
8U (Ur&1)=|(Ur&1){0, then
IndEU (*U)||(Ur&1)|
&2.
If, more generally, 8U (Ur&1) is invertible then
IndE U (*U)&8U (Ur&1)
&1&4.
In particular *U is an automorphism if and only if 8U (Ur&1) is unitary.
Proof. If 8U (Ur&1)=|(Ur&1){0 then the previous proposition shows
that EU (X*X)||(Ur&1)| 2 X*X, X # M (0), hence the conclusion follows
by a PimsnerPopa inequality.
If 8U (Ur&1) is invertible then, by Proposition 5.3,
&EU (X*X)&2&.m&r+1K (8U (Ur&1))* X*X.
m&r+1
K (8U (Ur&1))&2
&8U (Ur&1)&1&&2 &X*X&2
for every X #  Mn , and hence for every X # M (0). Thus the assertion is
again a consequence of a PimsnerPopa inequality.
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If *U is an automorphism then 8U is an automorphism too, the inverse
of *U , hence 8U (Ur&1) is unitary. Conversely, if 8U (Ur&1) is unitary then
by the previous part IndEU (*U)1, therefore *U is an automorphism. K
If in particular U # Mr satisfies &Ur&1&1&<1 then 8U (Ur&1) is
invertible, and we have &8U (Ur&1)&1&<(1&&Ur&1&1&)&1, therefore we
also get the following
5.5. Corollary. Let U # Mr be a unitary operator such that
&Ur&1&1&<1. Then
IndE U (*U)(1&&Ur&1&I&)
&4.
Furthermore
(a) if &Ur&1&I&<1&2&12 then IndEU (*U)<4,
(b) if &Ur&1&I&<1&2&14 then *U is an automorphism.
Note that if &U&1&<\r :=(r&1)&1 (1&2&14) then the inequality in
(b) holds. So for a fixed r there exists an open neighbourhood of I in Mr
such that unitaries in it give automorphisms.
Moreover if we apply (b) to an endomorphism of the form *U*V , with
U # Mr , and V any unitary in Ms , we deduce that if
d(U, *U (Ms))<\r+s&1
then *U is an automorphism. This is a geometric information on the
relative position of the image of the endomorphism and the unitary itself
implementing the endomorphism.
Also, if we define Ur to be the subset of those unitaries in U (Mr)
implementing automorphisms and
U0r =[V # Ur : *
&1
V is localized],
then:
5.6. Corollary. U0r is contained in the interior of Ur .
Proof. Let V # U0r and X # U (Ms) be unitaries such that *X (V) X=1.
For any U # U (Mr) such that &U&V&<\r+s&1 then
&*X (U) X&I&=&*X (U) X&*X (V) X&<\r+s&1
so *X *U is an automorphism, hence *U is an automorphism. K
P. Akemann has recently shown that in fact U2 contains a dense open set
in U (M2) [1].
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6. LOCALIZED CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS
In this section we restrict our attention to a class of localized endo-
morphisms of M, those for which the |-invariant conditional expectation
onto the image is localized too.
Let F : M  M be a normal positive linear map. We say that F is
localized if it commutes with the modular group and its maps the dense
*-subalgebra of M generated by H into itself.
Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M, with U # Mr .
If a left inverse 8 of *U is localized then so is the corresponding
conditional expectation E. The converse is not true. A counterexample is
the family of automorphisms discovered by V. Jones in [14], the inverse of
these are not localized. We will discuss this example in detail in Section 9.
Actually, the fact that E is localized depends only on its values on a finite
dimensional selfadjoint subspace 5 of Mr&1 , containing the complex
numbers and canonically associated to U. More explicitly, we note that
Ks*Mr&1K s, K=UH, s # N, is a decreasing sequence of subspaces of Mr&1.
We define 5=5U as the intersection of this sequence. Then 5 can also be
characterized as the largest subspace of the dense *-subalgebra s Ms of
M (0) such that K*5K=5.
The subspace 5 contains information on the inclusion *U (M)M.
Indeed, if p is a positive integer such that 5=K p*Mr&1 K p, then
(.r&1+q$, .r&1+q)=KqMr&1Kq$*Kq+ p5K q$+ p*,
therefore 5 and K determine M. Also, any left inverse 8 of *U is
determined by its restriction to 5.
6.1. Proposition. If 8 is a normal left inverse of a localized endo-
morphism *U then the conditional expectation E=*U b 8 is localized if and
only if
E(5)5.
Moreover 8 is localized if and only if
8(5)=CI. (6.1)
If 8=8U then (6.1) is also equivalent to
(a) |(A\(B))=|(A) |(B), A # 5, B # Mr&1 ,
(b) Er&1(U*r&1AUr&1)=|(A) I, A # 5,
where Er&1: M  Mr&1 is the |-invariant conditional expectation.
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Proof. The previous analysis shows that if E(5)5 then E must be
localized. Conversely, if E is localized then E(5)Ms for some s, hence for
all n,
E(5)=E(Kn*5Kn)=Kn*E(5) Kn,
therefore E(5)5.
8 is localized if and only if for sufficiently large p, H p*8(Mr&1) H p=CI.
Now H p*8(Mr&1) H p=8(K p*Mr&1K p)=8(5). Assume now that 8=8U .
By the KMS property of | and the definition of 5, (a) holds if and only
if it holds for B # p Mp , and hence for B # M (0). Now |(A*U (B)))=
|(8U (A) B), B # M (0), therefore (a) is equivalent to 8U=|I on 5. Finally,
|(A*U (B))=|(U*r&1AUr&1B)
=|(Er&1(U*r&1 AUr&1) B), A # 5, B # Mr&1 ,
this shows the equivalence with (b). K
We want to find conditions on U for E to be localized. The class of
localized endomorphisms here below described contains the example of
Hopf algebras actions, discussed in detail in 9.1.
6.2. Proposition. Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M with U # Mr ,
and let
MU :=[T # M : .r&1(T ) # \(M)].
If M$U & M=CI then for any conditional expectation E and any sr&1,
we have E(Ms)Ms . In particular IndE U (*U) is integer.
Proof. If T # Mr&1 then T.r&1(A)=.r&1(A) T, A # M. If in particular
A # MU then .r&1(A) belongs to the image of \, thus applying E to both
sides we deduce that for any pair of isometries , . # Hr&1, *E(T) . #
M$U & M=CI. The second part of the statement follows from
Theorem 6.5(c) applied to F=Mr&1 and A=EU (Mr&1). See below. K
If we naturally identify Ks5K s*=Mds 5 then the inclusion *U (M (0))
M (0) can be recovered as the weak closure of the following towers of
inclusions of finite dimensional selfadjoint subspaces
E(5)/Md E(5)/Md 2 E(5)/ } } } /*U (M)(0)
& & & &
5 / Md 5 / Md 2 5 / } } } / M (0).
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Now on each subspace Mdk 5, a conditional expectation E acts
identically on the first factor. If in particular E is localized then
Md k E(5)/Mdk+1 E(5)
& &
Mdk 5 / Md k+1 5
is a commuting square with respect to the conditional expectations
obtained by restricting E to each subspace. Assume now that E is the
|-invariant conditional expectation. Then +=IndEU (*U)
&1 is the best
constant such that E(X)+X, whenever X # M (0) is a positive element.
To any *-subalgebra A= Mni (C) of Mr&1 we associate a rational
number r(A) defined as the maximum between ni mi , where mi is the
multiplicity of Mni (C) in Mr&1. We then have
6.3. Proposition. Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M, then
(a) if EU is localized, then +=IndEU (*U)
&1 is the best constant such
that EU&+ id : 5  5 is completely positive with respect to the natural
ordering of Mn 5 inherited from Mn Mr&1;
(b) if 8U is localized,
d r&1r((*U , *U))IndEU (*U)d
r&1r(5"),
and if in particular 5=5" then the upper bound is an equality.
Proof. Note that Ks5Ks*=Md s(C)5Mr&1+s is an increasing
sequence of selfadjoint subspaces of M (0) with dense union in the
& &2-norm, and that EU acts as idE on that subspace, where id denotes
the identity map on Mds(C) and E the restriction of EU to 5. Therefore (a)
is a consequence of the PimsnerPopa inequality. Now if A is any unital
*-subalgebra of Mr&1 , the best constant +A such that |I&+A id : A  A
is completely positive is given exactly by d 1&rr(A)&1. Furthermore
(*U , *U)55", thus if 8U is localized then it acts as | on 5, so (b)
follows. K
Remarks. (i) If 8U is localized then the index of *U depends only on
5, since EU acts as | on that subspace.
(ii) If 5 is an algebra and EU is localized then we may apply a result
of Pimsner and Popa [22] to compute explicitly IndE U (*U), thus getting a
generalization of (b). Since the formula depends only on the inclusion
matrix of E(5)5 and on the trace vectors of 5 and E(5), we deduce that
IndE U (*U) is a rational number. We can get this result also from a slightly
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different point of view. Since 5 contains all needed information for the
computation of the index, we argue that the Jones basic construction
associated to the inclusion of II1 factors *U (M (0))M (0) is in fact deter-
mined by 5 itself. We want to show that this is true, and we give a Wenzl
type index formula. In the more general case where 5 is a subspace, we
provide an upper bound for the index. The proof of the next theorem was
inspired by the above mentioned result of Wenzl [26].
Let A*U (M) & Mr&1 be a unital *-subalgebra, F$A a selfadjoint
subspace of Mr&1 such that 5F and AFAF. Let E denote the canonical
conditional expectation from M (0) onto A.
One can define the Jones basic construction LrA (F ) of all linear
operators on F that commute with the right action of A. One has a natural
inclusion of finite dimensional *-algebras
* : A  LrA (F )
given by left multiplication on F. Clearly E # LrA (F ). As in the case where
F is an algebra, F and E determine LrA (F ).
6.4. Lemma. Let B be a C*-algebra containing a finite dimensional
*-invariant unital subspace F which is a bimodule over a finite dimensional
*-algebra A with respect to the product inherited from B, and let E : B  A
be a conditional expectation. Then the map
! : FA F  LrA (F )
!( f f $)( f ")=fE( f $f "), f, f $, f " # F
is an isomorphism of A-bimodules.
The proof of the above lemma goes exactly as that of [7; Proposition
2.6.3], so we omit it.
Let { be a faithful trace on A. We say that { is a Markov trace of
modulus : if it extends to a trace on L rA (F ) satisfying
{(*(a) E)=1:{(a), a # A.
Let a denote the row vector of dimensions of A, t the column vector of
traces of minimal idempotents of A with respect to some faithful trace {
and 4 the inclusion matrix of *(A)LrA (F ). We use the convention that
the i, j th entry of 4 is the multiplicity of the i th factor of *(A) in the
jth factor of LrA(F ). Note that if qi ranges all over minimal central
idempotents of A, then \(qi) ranges over all those of L rA (F ), where
\ : A  L(F ) is right multiplication on F. Thus 4 is a square matrix.
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6.5. Theorem. Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M with U # Mr ,
A*U (M) & Mr&1 a unital *-subalgebra, F$A a selfadjoint subspace of
Mr&1 such that 5F and AFAF. If K*FKF, and K*AKA, where
K=UH then
(a)
IndE U (*U)(a, 4t),
where t denotes the trace vector of A with respect to | and a the dimension
vector of A;
(b) if in particular we choose A=CI and F=5 then
IndE U (*U)dim(5);
(c) if EU (F2)F then we have equalities in (a) and (b). In this case
| is a Markov trace of modulus IndEU (*U) on A and
4t=IndEU (*U) t.
Proof. Let us define F0=F, Fj=K jFK j*, A0=A, Aj=K jAK j*. Then
Fj is an Aj bimodule, Fj Fj+1 , Aj Aj+1 and  j Fj is dense in M (0). Let
ni=1 fi  f i* be the identity map on F, with f1 , ..., fn # F. Then it is easy
to show that  . jK( fj).
j
K( fj)* is the identity map on Fj . We embed
LrA j(Fj) in the Jones basic construction (M
(0), e) , with e the Jones projec-
tion associated to the inclusion *U (M (0))M (0), by sending f f $ into
fef $, f, f $ # Fj . Let zj denote the image of the identity map. Let Tr be the
Markov trace of modulus IndE U (*U) on (M
(0), e) extending |. Then
Tr(zj)=:
i
Tr(. jK ( fi) e.
j
K ( fi)*)
:
i
Tr(e. jK ( f i*fi ))=IndE U (*U)
&1 :
i
|( fi f i*),
does not depend on j. Note also that the sequence zj is norm bounded,
therefore it admits a weak limit point z # M (0).
Let Ej denote the |-invariant conditional expectation of M (0) onto Aj ,
and set wj :=i . jK ( fi) Ej.
j
K ( fi)*. Then on L
2(M (0)), zjwj , and wj acts
identically on Fj 0 , j j0 . Since  j Fj is dense in M
(0), we deduce that zI,
therefore
Tr(z)=lim
j
Tr(zj)=| \: fi f i* + IndE U (*U)&11.
To prove (a) we show that : :=|( fi f i*)=(a, 4t).
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Now the restriction of Tr to FeF defines a linear functional on LrA (F )
via the above defined embedding. It is easy to see that Tr is in fact a
positive trace on it. If we normalize it, we get a trace |$ satisfying:
|$(*(a) E)=1:|(a), a # A
by the Markov property of Tr. Now repeating the arguments of [7;
Corollary 2.6.4c)] one can show that if p is a minimal idempotent of A
then *( p) E is a minimal idempotent of LrA (F ), therefore |$ is a faithful
trace on LrA (F ) with trace vector t:. Now the dimension vector on that
algebra is a4, so
1=(a4, t:) =1:(a, 4t).
If A=CI and F=5, then clearly (a, 4t) =dim(5), and the proof of (a)
and (b) is complete.
If we assume that EU (F 2)F, then the map LrA (F )  FeF is a unital
*-isomorphism of algebras. It follows that for all j, zj is a projection,
so z=I, implies |(z)=1=|(zj ) and :=IndEU (*U). In particular,
i fief i*=I, so i fi f i*=IndEU (*U). We get that for a # A,
|$(*(a))=|$ \:i afi ef i*+=IndEU (*U)
&1 | \:i afi f i*+=|(a),
that is |$ extends |, so it is a Markov trace on A of modulus equal to the
index. Now the trace vectors of A and LrA (F ) are respectively t and
IndEU (*U)
&1 t, hence
4t=IndE U (*U) t. K
Note that if we take the inner product with t in the last formula, then
we get a formula for the index that does not depend on the dimension
vector of A.
We note also that the upper bound established in (a) is a significant
improvement of d 2(r&1), established in [20] since
|(a4, t) |&a4& &t&&a4&
(dim LrA (F ))
12(dim L(F ))12=dim(F )
dim(Mr&1)=d 2(r&1).
6.6. Corollary. Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M with U # Mr .
If EU is localized and 5 is an algebra, then IndE U (*U) # Q. If in particular
8U is localized, IndE U (*U)=dim(5) # N.
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Proof. 5 is an algebra, hence EU (5) is a subalgebra of 5 by Proposition
6.1. If we apply Theorem 6.5(c) to F=5 and A=EU (5) then we deduce
that IndEU (*U) is an eigenvalue of 4, associated to the eigenvector t, so is
a rational number since the entries of t are d-adic rationals. If in particular
8U is localized then A=CI, so IndEU (*U)=dim(5). K
Remark. The previous corollary makes clear why the index of \ :=*V* ,
with V multiplicative unitary and irreducible, is d. More explicitly, in this
case 5 can be easily shown to coincide with the Hopf algebra
A=A(V) :=H*VH. Now the |-invariant left inverse of \ acts on A as
the pointwise weak limit of the iterated coproduct $n : A  A n+1, where
$1=$ :=ad(V) is the coproduct of A and $n=idA n&1 $ b $n&1. Then
8V* acts as the invariant measure on A, so the index is d, the dimension
of A. Note that if V is no longer irreducible, and p is the dimension of the
vector space of fixed points of V then the defining representation of A on
H is a direct sum of p copies of the standard representation, so the index
of *V* is dp, again integer.
In the case d=2 one deduces the following result.
6.7. Corollary. Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M=?|(O2)"
such that U # M2 . If EU is localized then Ind(*U) # [1, 2, 4].
Proof. If F is an algebra then the conclusion is an easy consequence of
Theorem 6.5(c) applied to A=EU (5)", F=A5A and Proposition 6.1.
Thus it suffices to assume that F=5 has dimension 3, so there are matrix
units ei, j in M1 and z # T such that F is spanned by e1, 1 , e2, 2 , e1, 2+ze2, 1 .
So that necessarily A=CI and F=5. We show that in this case,
IndEU (*U)=2. If A=(ai, j) # M2(5) is defined by a1, 1=e1, 1 , a2, 2=e2, 2 ,
a1, 2=e1, 2+ze2, 1 , a2, 1=0 then A0, moreover it is easy to show that any
linear map 8 : 5  B, with B a C*-algebra, is completely positive if and
only if 8(A) # M2(B)+. It follows in particular that +=(IndEU (*U))
&1 is
the best constant such that 12I+A. Now a straightforward computation
shows that +=12. K
7. AN INDEX FORMULA FOR EXTREMAL ENDOMORPHISMS
An endomorphism \=*U of M=?|(Od)" commuting with the modular
automorphism group _t is called extremal if the |-invariant conditional
expectation EU onto \(M) provides the minimal index. If \ is irreducible
then it is extremal since there is only one conditional expectation onto
\(M).
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In this section we give an index formula for extremal localized endo-
morphisms and derive some consequences. In particular we characterize all
unitaries U in M2 associated with endomorphisms with index 4 when d=2.
We start with some preliminary lemmas.
7.1. Lemma. Let \ be an endomorphism of M with finite index commuting
with the modular group _t . Then the minimal expectation E0 : M (0) 
\(M (0)) is the restriction of the minimal expectation E : M  \(M). In
particular \ is extremal if and only if the restriction of the |-invariant
expectation E\ : M (0)  \(M (0)) is minimal.
Proof. Let F be a type I factor. Then _ id is a dominant action of
R on MF that factors through an action of T, so by [18; Proposition
6.7] and its proof the minimal expectation E1 of MF onto \(M)F
restricts to the minimal expectation of M (0)F onto \(M (0))F. Now E1
is of the form E id, with E minimal, so the proof is complete. K
7.2. Lemma. Let U # Mr be a unitary operator, and 8 a left inverse of
*U , then for , $ # H n,
8($*)=$*8(UnF(n) U*n) ,
where F(n) :=.n&1(Fn) } } } .(Fn) Fn .
Proof.
$*=$*.n()=*U ($*) UnF(n) Un**U (),
hence,
8($*)=$*8(UnF(n) Un*) . K
We start with a localized endomorphism \=*U of M, with U # Mr , and
we perform the Jones basic construction M1=(M (0), e) on the Hilbert
space L2(M (0)) associated with the inclusion of II1 factors \(M (0))M (0),
and define a sequence of operators in M1 as follows:
zn := :
p, q
.nK (ep, q) e.
n
K (eq, p),
where K=UH and ep, q is a system of matrix units in Mr&1 . As usual, we
denote by En the |-invariant conditional expectation onto Mn , also regarded
as an orthogonal projection of B(L2(M (0))).
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7.3. Lemma. If ns then
Er&1+s zn Er&1+s=d r&1Er&1+sJ.nK(8U (Ur&1 F(r&1) U*r&1)
2) JEr&1+s ,
with J the modular conjugation of L2(M (0)).
Proof. A straightforward computation shows that
F(n+1)=F*n+1F.2(F(n)) Fn+1 ,
so we deduce by induction that F(n) is a selfadjoint unitary. We have to
show that for any B # Mr&1+s ,
|(B*zn(B))=d r&1|(B*B.nK (8U (Ur&1 F(r&1) U*r&1)
2)).
Now Mr&1+s=KsMr&1 Ks*, so we may assume B of the form $A*, with
, $ # Ks and A # Mr&1. It follows that
|(B*zn(B))=: |(A*$*.nK (ep, q) EU (.
n
K (eq, p) $A*))
=&&2 &$&2 d &s : |(A*.n&sK (ep, q) EU (.
n&s
K (eq, p) A))
=&&2 &$&2 d &n : |(A*i, jep, qEU (eq, pAi, j)),
where Ai, j=i*Aj and [i] is an orthonormal basis of Kn&s. We
write Ai, j=h, k *i, jh, keh, k , so if we define .i :=*
&1
U (i) # H
n&s, V(r) :=
Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1 , by Lemma 7.2,
|(B*zn(B))=&&2 &$&2 d &n : |(*i, jp, k*i, jp, k$8U (ek, q) 8U (eq, k$))
=&&2 &$&2 d &n : |(*i, jp, k *
i, j
p, k$.q*8U (V(r)) ek, k$ 8U (V(r)) .q)
=&&2 &$&2 d &n : |(.q*8U (V(r))(Ai, j)* Ai, j 8U (V(r)) .q)
=&&2 &$&2 d &n+r&1 : |(j*A*i i*Aj8U (V(r))2)
=&&2 &$&2 d &s+r&1 |(A*A.n&sK (8U (V(r))
2))
=d r&1|(B*B.nK(8U (V(r))
2)). K
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We now can prove the main result of this section.
7.4. Theorem. If *U is a localized extremal endomorphism of M with
U # Mr , then
Ind(*U)=&8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1)&&22 .
Proof. Let z be a weak limit point of the sequence zn ; Then by
Lemma 7.3 JzJ is a weak limit point of the sequence d r&1.nK(8U (Ur&1
F(r&1) Ur&1)2) # M (0). Now z # (M (0), e) =JN$J, where N=*U (M (0)),
and the commutant is taken in B(L2(M (0))), so JzJ # N$ & M (0). Let Tr
and {$ denote respectively the normalized traces on (M (0), e) and N$. By
Lemma 7.1 and [9; Theorem 2], {$ and | coincide on N$ & M (0), therefore,
by the Markov property of Tr,
d r&1 IndE U (*U)
&1=Tr(z)={$(JzJ)=|(JzJ)
=d r&1 &8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1)&22 . K
We get as a consequence the following characterization of endo-
morphisms with maximal index.
7.5. Corollary. Let *U be a localized endomorphism of M with U # Mr .
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Ind(*U)=d 2(r&1), with Ind the minimal index;
(b) the minimal expectation is a trace on Mr&1 ;
(c) 5=Mr&1 , Er(.r&1(U*) F(r&1) .r&1(U))=d &(r&1)
and *U is extremal;
(d) 8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1)=d &(r&1) and *U is extremal.
In this case, *U (M) & Mr&1=CI.
Proof. Ind(*U)IndE U (*U)d
2(r&1), so if Ind(*U)=d 2(r&1) then *U is
extremal by the uniqueness of the minimal expectation. We then note that
Er&1(8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1))=Er&1(F(r&1))=|(F(r&1))=d &(r&1),
therefore,
&8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1)&22&Er&1(8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1))&
2
2
=d &2(r&1),
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so, by Theorem 7.4 (a) and (d) are equivalent. On the other hand,
8U (Mr&1)=H r&1*8U (Ur&1F(r&1) U*r&1) Hr&1 thus (d) O (b). Further-
more clearly (b) O (a) and (d) O (c) since dim(5)IndEU (*U)=d
2(r&1).
We finally show that (c) O (b).
E1(8U (Mr&1))=Hr&1*Er(.r&1(U*) F(r&1) .r&1(U)) Hr&1=CI,
so E1(8U (5))=C, now H*8U(Mr&1) H=8U (Mr&1), hence En(8U
(Mr&1))=CI for all n # N, thus 8U (Mr&1)=CI. Finally note that if (a)
holds then by Theorem 6.5 applied to A=*U (M) & Mr&1 and F=Mr&1
we must have A=CI. K
Let us consider the case r=2. If EU acts as | on the full matrix algebra
M1 , then
E1(U*AU)=|(A) I, A # M1 .
It follows that
En+1(.n(U*) A.n(U))=En(A), A # Mn+1 ,
and this means that
.n(U*) Mn+1.n(U)/[Mn+1 , .n(U)]"
_ _
Mn / Mn+1
is a commuting square.
As an application of Theorem 7.4 we characterize unitaries U # M2 with
d=2 for which the index of \=*U is 4.
By [9; Theorem 2; Remark 1] if NM is an inclusion of II1 factors with
Jones index 4 then the trace invariant conditional expectation is minimal,
so \ is an extremal endomorphism. We may thus apply Corollary 7.5 and
deduce that EU (UFU*)=12, so if e is the spectral projection of F with
range the subspace of H2 of totally antisymmetric vectors, then
EU (UeU*)=14.
It follows that there is a tunnel construction N\(M (0)) for which M (0)
is the Jones basic construction and UeU* # M (0) is the corresponding Jones
projection. We may thus find a conjugate endomorphism \ =*V of \ such
that N=\\ (M)(0) and w=US # (@, \\ ) is the isometry defining \ , where
S=2&12(12&2 1).
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By Lemma 3.9
V=48U (w.(w*) U*)
is an element of M2 since w.(w*) U* # M3 and 8U acts as a trace on M1 .
A straightforward computation shows that the condition w # (@, \\ )
translates to
.(S)=V*.(U*) S. (7.1)
By Proposition 4.2(c), the isometry v # (@, \ \) defining \ is an element of
the form v0+v1+v2 , with vi # (.2&i, .2) & (@, \ \). From the conjugate
equations
w*\(v)=v*\ (w)=12
we get
w*\(v2)=v*2 \ (w)=12.
Now
1=v*v=v0*v0+v1*v1+v2*v2 ,
so &v2&1. It follows that the isometry &v2 &&1 v2 induces a conditional
expectation onto the image of \ with index 4 &v2&24, but this is possible
only if v=v2 . We then write v=VT for some isometry T # H2, and we
deduce as above that v # (@, \ \) means that
.(T )=U*.(V*) T. (7.2)
An easy computation shows that in terms of S and T, the conjugate
equations of \ translate to the conjugate equation of .,
.(S*) T=12, .(T*) S=12,
so
T=&S.
We can then determine V from (7.2),
V*=212(1*U.(S) 2*&2*U.(S) 1*),
which is unitary if and only if
V*V=48F (U.(e) U*)=1,
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where 8F=12  ad(i*) is the |-invariant left inverse of .. Furthermore
V satisfies (7.1) if and only if
8F (U.(S) U*)=&12.(S).
We summarize these results in the following
7.6. Corollary. Let U # M2 ?|(O2)" be a unitary operator, if \=*U
then the following are equivalent:
(a) Ind(\)=4;
(b) there is a unitary V # M2 such that
.(S)=V*.(U*) S=U*.(V*) S;
(c) 8F (U.(e) U*)=14, 8F (U.(S) U*)=&12.(S),
where S=2&12(12&2 1) and e=SS*. In this case \ =*V is a
conjugate of \, w=US # (@, \\ ) and v=&VS # (@, \ \) are the isometries
defining \ .
8. ENDOMORPHISMS WITH REDUCIBLE SQUARE
In this section we fix our attention to the class of localized endo-
morphisms \ of M=?|(Od)" such that \2 is reducible. Motivating examples
are those induced by unitaries satisfying the YangBaxter equation that we
will discuss in the next section.
If \=*U is an extremal endomorphism of M then \2 is extremal too,
because the corresponding minimal conditional expectation is *U b EU b 8U .
We start with the following basic observation.
8.1. Lemma. Let \=*U be an extremal localized endomorphism of M
such that \2 is reducible, then the following are equivalent:
(a) Ind(\) # Q;
(b) all subsectors \i of \2 have rational dimension;
(c) there is a subsector \1 of \2 with rational dimension.
Proof. We show that (c) implies (a) and (a) implies (b). Recall that if
\(M)M is any inclusion of infinite factors with finite index, then the
minimal expectation is a trace on (\, \). It follows that if \ is extremal then
| is a trace on (\2, \2), therefore (\2, \2) is invariant under the modular
action and thus it is a finite-dimensional C*-subalgebra of some matrix
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algebra inside k Mk . Hence if p is an orthogonal projection in (\2, \2),
then
|( p)=
d(\(M) p/pMp)
d(\)2
.
Assume that (c) holds. \2 is induced by *U (U) U # M2r&1 /M (0). Apply-
ing the previous relation to the minimal projection p # (\2, \2)M2r&2
corresponding to the subsector \1 of \2, we have |( p)=d(\1)d(\)2, hence
Ind(\)=d(\1) |( p)&1=d(\1) d 2r&2rank( p) # Q. So (a) holds. On the
other hand the same argument shows that (a) implies (b). K
The previous lemma applies in particular to any extremal localized
endomorphism such that \2 contains an automorphism ;.
8.2. Lemma. If \=*U , is a localized endomorphism of M such that \2 is
reducible then Ind(\) is not 4 cos2 ?5.
Proof. If Ind(\)=4 cos2 ?5 then d(\) is the positive solution of
,2=1+,. Decomposing \2 into irreducibles we necessarily have the sum
of an automorphism and an endomorphism of dimension ,=(1+- 5)2,
but this is impossible by Lemma 8.1. K
We now combine the previous simple remarks with certain results of
Rehren [23] to get the following result.
Recall that an endomorphism \ of an infinite factor M is called
essentially selfconjugate if \ =\: for some automorphism : of M.
8.3. Proposition. Let us assume d=2. If U is a unitary in M2 such that
*2U is reducible, then Ind(*U) is 2 or 4. If IndEU (*U)=2 then *U is essentially
selfconjugate.
Proof. We set \=*U . We know that IndEU (\)4. If IndEU (\)<4 then
\2 decomposes as the sum of two or three sectors. In the first case, at least
one of the two subsectors \1 has index in the Jones discrete series.
Then by the main result of [23] there is a positive integer m
such that IndEU (\1)=4 cos
2(?2m+1) and IndEU (\)=((sin(m?2m+1))
(sin(?2m+1)))2 Ind, where Ind is some index value. If \1 were not an
automorphism then m>1, so it is below 4 only for m=2 and Ind=1. In
this case IndEU (*U)=,
2, which is excluded by Lemma 8.2.
Therefore both in 2-channel and in 3-channel case \ is essentially self-
conjugate, so by Lemma 8.1 its index is rational hence integer.
We now show that 3 cannot arise as an index value. In fact \2 contains
an automorphism, so if the index were 3 by the proof of Lemma 8.1 we
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could find a projection in (\2, \2)/M2 &Mat4(C) with trace 13, and this
is impossible.
We deduce that IndEU (\)=2 and that \
2 is the sum of two auto-
morphisms, necessarily inequivalent since \ is essentially selfconjugate. K
In [11] a self-conjugate irreducible endomorphism \ of O2 with
Watatani index ,2 is explicitly described, however \ cannot be induced by
a unitary in M (0) by Corollary 3.7.
9. FURTHER EXAMPLES
9.1. Multiplicative Unitaries. Let us consider the case of Hopf
algebra model actions on Cuntz algebras introduced by J. Cuntz [5]. We
start with a multiplicative unitary V on H2, satisfying the pentagon
equation on H3 :
V12V13V23=V23V12 .
If we define R=VF, and *=*R , the endomorphism of Od induced by R,
then the pentagon equation is equivalent to
*2=.*
reflecting the fundamental property of a regular representation [5]. Taking
the minimal dimension to both sides, one finds that d(*)=d.
Following Baaj and Skandalis [2] with such a V one can always
associate the Hopf C*-algebra, (A(V ), $), where A(V ) :=H*VH, and $ is
induced by the adjoint action of V. Replacing V with FV*F then we get the
dual algebra (A (V ), $ ). Let us regard V as a corepresentation, then there
is a canonical coaction of A (V ) on Od with fixed points OV [5]. By [2;
Section 6] there is a canonical intertwiner = # (V_2, V_2), where V_2=
V12 V13 , making the full tensor subcategory TV generated by V of the
corepresentation category C(V ) of V into a braided tensor C*-category, see
also [6, 15]. In particular = satisfies the YangBaxter equation in H 3,
=.(=) ==.(=) =.(=).
Now if we write ==VFV then the unitary V is multiplicative and
commutes with V23 , moreover if V is irreducible then the braided
symmetry defined by = on TV is essentially uniquely determined by these
properties. Finally \=*V * is an endomorphism of Od with image OV
[6, 20].
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The preimage of = under \ is the unitary operator =~ =V VF # M2 , hence
*=\*=~ . The subspace of intertwiners (@, *) consists exactly of fixed vectors
of V, which is non-zero since V acts on a finite dimensional Hilbert
space [2].
We note that any fixed vector S # H of V is a fixed point of \, thus by
Proposition 4.2 \n is an irreducible endomorphism of M for all n # N.
9.2. Proposition. (a) *(M)$ & \(M)=[T # M1 : TV=VT, .(T ) V=
V.(T)].
(b) V is irreducible if and only if *=~ is irreducible.
Proof. (a) VF # M2 , thus *(M)$ & \(M)/*(M)$ & M/M1 , moreover
\(Od)=OV so if T # *(M)$ & \(M) then T # M1 and satisfies .(T ) V=
V.(T). On the other hand . is implemented by FV* on T so T commutes
with V as well. Reversing the argument one proves similarly that
[T # M1 : TV=VT, .(T) V=V.(T)]*(M)$ & \(M).
(b) is an easy consequence of *=\*=~ . K
9.3. Proposition. If V is irreducible, then
(a) \ =*=~ is a conjugate of \,
(b) *=*VF and *V F are canonical endomorphisms associated
respectively to the inclusion \(M)/M and \ (M)/M;
(c) \\ \=.\, \ \\ =.\ .
Proof. Since V is irreducible the subspace of H of cofixed vectors is
one-dimensional. By duality, FV*F is irreducible too, so also the subspace
of fixed vectors of V must be one dimensional. We deduce that * contains
the identity with multiplicity one, thus \ =*=~ is a conjugate of \ and * is
a canonical endomorphism associated to the inclusion \(M)/M. We
prove (c). \\ \=*\=.\ since the image of \ is contained in the fixed
points, so the first identity follows. Moreover \\ \\ =*2=.*=.\\ , hence
it suffices to prove that .\\ =\.\ or, equivalently, that the unitary
.(VF ) F inducing .\\ coincides with that inducing \.\ . Now the latter
is \(.(=~ ) F ) V *=V *.(=) .(V *) F.(V )=V *.(VF ) F.(V )=.(VF) F since
V commutes with .(V). Furthermore the multiplicativity of V translates to
\*V F=.\, thus \ \=*V F and the proof is complete. K
Making use of (b) we find that a Jones tunnel associated to the inclusion
\(M)/M is
\(M)#*(M)#.\(M)#.*(M)#.2\(M)# } } } .
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It is helpful to specialize the above construction in the case where VG is
a multiplicative unitary associated to a finite group G,
VG a(g, h)=a(g, g&1h), a # l 2(G_G).
Then A (VG)=l(G), the corresponding coaction on Od , with d the order
of G, is the canonical automorphic action induced by the regular represen-
tation of G. The operators = and V G coincide respectively with F and the
dual multiplicative unitary FV*GF. It follows that the unitary u defined by
ua(g, h)=FVG Fa(g, h)=a(h&1g, h) induces an endomorphism of Od with
image the fixed point algebra OG and that a conjugate endomorphism to *u
is given by *v , where v=FV*GFVGF, so va(g, h)=a(g&1, hg).
9.4. Automorphisms. Let U be a selfadjoint unitary in M2 , and define,
for z # T,
U(z)=
z+1
2
U+
z&1
2
I.
Jones shows that if U provides a standard commuting square [14] then
\z :=*U(z) is an automorphism for z{1. Our aim is to find generalizations
to the case where the commuting square condition is dropped.
9.5. Lemma. If :=(z+1)2 and ;=(z&1)2 then
En(\z(X))=U(z)n&1 ( |:| 2 En(.n&1(U) X.n&1(U))&i2 Im zX.n&1(E1(U))
+i2 Im z.n&1(E1(U)) X+|;| 2 X) U(z)*n&1 , X # Mn .
Proof. On Mn \z acts as the adjoint action of U(z)n=U(z)n&1
(:.n&1(U)+;). Furthermore Un&1 # Mn and En(.n&1(U))=.n&1
(E1(U)). The proof is now completed by a straightforward computation. K
9.6. Theorem. If Re z<0 then \z is an automorphism. If in particular
Re |(XUX*U)0, X # M1 , then \z is an automorphism for all z{1.
Proof. We have to show that if A # M (0) is selfadjoint and satisfies
|(A\z(X))=0, X # M (0), then A=0. The conditional expectations En
converge pointwise in the 2-norm to the identity operator on M (0), hence
|(En(A) \z(X))=|(En(A) En(\z(X))  0 uniformly on &X&21. Now
&U(z)*n&1 En(A) U(z)n&1&2=&En(A)&21,
thus if we choose X=Xn :=U(z)*n&1 En(A) U(z)n&1 # Mn and denote by .K
the inner endomorphism of M induced by K :=U(z) H, then by the
previous lemma
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|(En(A) En(\z(X)))=|:| 2 |(XnEn(.n&1(U) Xn.n&1(U)))
&i2 Im z|(En(A)2 .n&1K (E1(U))
+i2 Im z|(En(A) .n&1K (E1(U)) En(A))
+|;| 2 |(En(A)2)
=|:| 2 |(XnEn(.n&1(U) Xn.n&1(U)))+|;| 2 |(En(A)2)
goes to zero. Now |(XnEn(.n&1(U) Xn.n&1(U))) is a real number greater
than &|(En(A)2), hence &A&2=0 if |;|>|:| and this occurs when
Re z<0.
Assume now that Re |(XUX*U)0, X # M1 . It suffices to show that
|(X.n&1(U) X.n&1(U)), whenever X=X* # Mn . We write X= ei, j 
Xi, j , where ei, j is a system of matrix units of Mn&1 and X*i, j=Xj, i # M1 .
Then the above condition translates to
: |(ei, j eh, k) |(Xi, jUXh, k U)=d 1&n : |(Xi, jUX*i, jU)0,
and this is easily seen to be equivalent to the assumption. K
Note that if U defines any commuting square (even not standard) then
for any X # M1 , Re |(XUX*U)=Re |(XE1(UX*U))=||(X)| 20, so the
conclusion of Theorem 9.6 holds.
Remark. Following Jones, let us choose U=F. Then if z{1 the unitary
V(z) defining the inverse of \z is also given by *V(z)(U(z)*), thus it is of the
form : A(z)+; I where A(z)=*V(z)(U) is a selfadjoint unitary which is not
contained in the *-algebra r Mr for z{&1 since, in the contrary case, we
should have *V(z)(M1)/Mr for some r, or, equivalently, M1 /\z(Mr). Now
a direct computation shows that \z(H*) M1\z(H)=M1 , and this is a
contradiction.
This example shows that if one is given a localized endomorphism
having localized conditional expectation onto its image then its conjugate
endomorphism and its left inverse are not localized in general.
9.7. YangBaxter Unitaries. Let = be a unitary on H2 satisfying the
YangBaxter equation.
As noted in [5], this is equivalent to *=(=)=.(=). It follows that
*2= (=)=*=(.(=))==.*=(=) =*==.
2(=) =*=.2(=),
thus inductively, *n= (=)=.
n(=).
In particular
N :=[T # M : *=(T)=.(T )]
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contains the smallest .-invariant von Neumann subalgebra N1 of M
containing =.
Note that N is an infinite-dimensional factor and N (0)$ & N=CI since if
T # N (0)$ & N (0) then .(T )=*=(T )=T, thus T # CI since M (0) is a factor.
Now by Proposition 4.1, N (0)$ & N=CI.
Similarly, if N2 :=.(N1)/*=(M), then N2 /N1 is an inclusion of II1
factors. We have that 8=(N1)/N1 , thus the restriction of .8= to N1 is the
|-invariant conditional expectation of N1 onto N2 , and
N2 / N1
& &
*=(M (0))/M (0)
is a commuting square. It follows that
[N1 : N2]IndE=(*=)d
2.
Note that N$2 & N1 /*=(M)$ & M, since if T # N$2 & N1 then .(T )=
*=*(T )==*T=. It follows that *=(M)$ & N1=N$2 & N1 /M1 . Thus if *= is
irreducible then N2 is irreducible in N1 .
A direct computation shows that = # (*2= , *
2
= ), hence in particular *= has
reducible square. We also have 8=(=) # *=(M)$ & N1 /M1 .
Recall that | is a Markov trace on N1 if
|(=.(A))=|(=) |(A), A # N1 .
Now by the |-invariance of 8= , |(=.(A))=|(8=(=) A), thus | is a
Markov trace if and only if 8=(=) # CI, since | is faithful.
Assume that N1 & *=(M)$=CI. Then clearly | is a Markov trace on N1 .
By Corollary 5.4 we deduce that
IndE=(*=)||(=)|
&2.
If e1 , ..., en , are the spectral projections of = with eigenvalues respec-
tively z1 , ..., zn , then ei # (*2= , *
2
= ) & N1 , thus 8=(ei) # (*= , *=) & N1=CI,
hence, 8=(ei)=|(ei) I. Now by the PimsnerPopa inequality, |(ei)
[N1 : N2]&1. We deduce that if r denotes the minimum of the |(ei)’s
then r&1[N1 : N2]. Note that r&1 is a rational number of the form d 2p
bounded from below by |_(=)|, the cardinality of the spectrum of =, since
i |(ei)=1. We have thus obtained
9.8. Proposition. Let = # M2 be a YangBaxter unitary. If N1 & *=(M)$
=CI, in particular if *= is irreducible, then
|_(=)|r&1[N1 : N2]IndE=(*=)min[d
2, ||(=)|&2].
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Moreover by Proposition 8.3 we also have:
9.9. Proposition. Let =  CI be a YangBaxter unitary in M2 with d=2.
Then IndE=(*=) # [2, 4].
Remark. We want to show that the index value 2 arises if and only if
there is a projection e # M2 such that
e.(e) e=12e, .(e) e.(e)=12.(e). (9.1)
In this case |(e)=12, e and I&e are the spectral projections of = with
eigenvalues ei , ei., with |&.|=?2.
In fact if the index is 2 N2 , and a fortiori *=(M), has trivial relative
commutant in N1 . In particular the lower bound of the index established
in Proposition 9.8 holds, so = has two spectral projections e, f =I&e, with
the same trace 12. Therefore [N1 : N2]=2. We also know that *= is essen-
tially selfconjugate, so M is the Jones basic construction associated to the
inclusion *2=(M)*=(M), thus e is the corresponding Jones projection. In
particular the TemperleyLieb relations (9.1) hold.
Now, up to multiplying = by a suitable + # TI, we may assume that
==qe&(I&e), for some q # T&[&1]. It is well known that the Yang
Baxter equation translates to
e.(e) e&1;e=.(e) e.(e)&1;.(e),
where ;=2+q+1q=2+2 Re(q), thus either q=i or q=&i.
Conversely if a projection e # M2 satisfies the above TemperleyLieb
relations then ==ie&(I&e) is a YangBaxter unitary such that =2=
(i&1) =+i. Now 8=(=) # N1 commutes with N2 , and *=(M), thus
=*8=(=) ==.(=)=*=(=)==8=(=) =*,
it follows that 8=(=) commutes with =2 and hence with =, so 8=(=)=|(=)
being in the centre of the factor N1 .
The corresponding endomorphism has index bounded by ||(=)|&2 #
[85, 2], so we get easily that |(e)=12 and IndE = (*=)=2.
Let Hq, n denote the Hecke algebra of type An , with generators
g1 , ..., gn&1 and relations
gi gi+1 gi= gi+1gigi+1 ,
gigj= gjgi , |i& j |2,
g2i =(q&1) gi+q,
for some q # CI. Writing gi=qei&(I&ei), the last relation is equivalent to
requiring that ei is an idempotent [13; Lemma 4.1]. In [21] Pimsner and
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Popa construct, for ;=2+q+1q4, a representation of the Temperley
Lieb algebra A;, n , that is a quotient Hq, n , with the property that the
generators e1 , e2 , ..., en&1 are realized by orthogonal projections e,
.(e), ..., .n&2(e) in Mn with d=2. It is natural to ask if there are analogous
representations of Hq, n , on Mn with ;<4, or, equivalently, q # T&[1] (see
[13]). Next corollary gives a partial negative result.
9.10. Proposition. Let ==qe&(I&e) be a YangBaxter unitary in M2
with d=2, and q{[1, &1], then |(e)=12. Furthermore either q=i, in
which case e satisfies the TemperleyLieb relations with ;=12, or
Re q12.
Proof. If |(e){12, then
IndE=(*=)||(=)|
&2=(|(e)2+(1&|(e))2&2 Re q|(e)(1&|(e)))&1<4
so IndE=(*=)=2, but this is impossible by the previous remark. Now if
Re q12 then again IndE=(*=)=2, and the proof is completed again by
the previous remark. K
Assume now that N is irreducible in M, then the index of *= is d 2, since
M1 /.(N)$ & M implies 8=(M1)/N$ & M=CI.
The condition N$ & M=CI holds in the following two examples: the
fixed points of *= , that contain N$ & M (0), reduce to the complex numbers
or = comes from a multiplicative unitary V as in the Example 9.1.
In fact, in this last case the property that = defines a braided symmetry
for the tensor category generated by the regular corepresentation can be
equivalently described as
= # M2 & \(M)
and
*=\=.\.
Taking minimal dimension, it follows immediately that d(*=)=d, thus the
minimal conditional expectation coincides with the |-invariant one. By the
results of the previous section, there is a conjugate of *= commuting with
the canonical action of T.
We also deduce that \(M)N. Now \(M), and a fortiori N, is
irreducible in M, thus by Proposition 6.2 any other conditional expectation
E onto the image of *= is localized, so must be a state on M1 .
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